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  OUR  PLUS  RANGE

WITH COMFORT LEG  PADS

Accredited to:  EN 361:2002 
EN 1497:2007

Web material:  45mm water repellent polyester 
Fittings:  High tensile steel alloy
Weight:  1.2kg standard buckles

1.4kg fast fit buckles

RGH5

RESCUE HARNESS

The RGH5 is designed for use as a confined access harness. When used, 
the rescue strap keeps the operative in a near vertical position, which is 
preferred when recovering an unconscious casualty.

The front and rear attachment points can be used as standard fall arrest 
points. The rescue strap can be used for lifting and lowering, and also 
be used in certain fall arrest situations. High contrast stitching makes 
inspection easier. The addition of a flexible rear D pad provides additional 
comfort. The inclusion of easy slide shoulder buckles increases the speed 
and range of adjustment. Tail tidies allow for convenient and neat storage 
of excess webbing following adjustment. The way the harness has been 
designed minimises the amount of rigid webbing edges. 

/   Front & rear attachment points
/  Rescue attachment point with hook and loop fastening
/   Tail tidies
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Size SMALL STANDARD LARGE X-LARGE

A
Chest

36 - 42’’
91 - 107cm

42 - 50’’
107 - 127cm

50 - 54’’
127 - 137cm

54 - 58’’
137 - 147cm

B
Waist

30 - 36’’
76 - 91cm

36 - 44’’
91 - 112cm

44 - 48’’
112 - 122cm

48 - 52’’
122 - 132cm

C
Hips

38 - 44’’
97 - 112cm

44 - 52’’
112 - 132cm

52 - 56’’
132 - 142cm

56 - 60’’
142 - 152cm

RGH5

FEATURES

A

B
C

Correct sizing is essential to the safety and comfort of a safety harness. Use this table 
to help select the appropriate size and feel free to give us a call if you need any assistance.

SIZE GUIDE

BACK VIEW

Fully adjustable Rip stitch indicators Front attachment 
point

Rear attachment 
point

Tail tidies Rescue strap
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